Pipefitter C

Company: Northrop Grumman Corporation

Salary: DOE

Hours: Various shifts

Location: Sunnyvale

Duties: Assemble, level and fit preformed piping/tubing, flanges, fittings and valves to products and measure, cut and bend tubing and piping according to established detail information. Work with and/or assist journey level Pipefitters as required.
1. Receive work assignment from supervision.
2. Read and follow safety regulations and procedures and MI package including drawings, change notices, operation sheets, specifications and work authorizations.
3. Assemble, level and fit preformed and straight pipe, flanges, fittings, valves and hardware where parts, locations and methods are established.
4. Measure, cut and thread tubing and piping according to detail drawings and information.
5. Measure, cut and bend by hand tubing to detailed drawings and information or from preformed sample.
6. Load, operate, and unload pipe benders to bend pipe to specification where layout of piping and setup of machine stops and locating fixtures has already been completed.
7. Clean piping and tubing arrangements for welding.
8. Make proper time charge entries and record data as required.
9. Identify parts in accordance with method specified.
10. Maintain tools, equipment and work area in a clean and orderly condition.
11. Perform other work of equal or lower classification as required.

This is a union represented position

Qualifications: 2 years of pipefitting and fabrication experience.
High School Diploma or GED.

Contact: www.careers.northropgrumman.com
Enter posting # 14003144

For assistance with applying on line, please contact Alla Whitehead x2817